


Figure I: Top Selling U.S. Carmakers’ Connected Car Goals      
4 5 6 7 8 9

In model year 2019, connected cars are already commonplace. The top ten car brands in 
the U.S., accounting for 95% of  car sales, all sell Internet-connected cars. All of  the top 

Top-selling Makes in U.S. U.S. Market Share New cars at risk due to connectivity

General Motors 
(Chevy, Buick, Cadillac, etc.) 17.02% All new vehicles today

Toyota 14.63% All by 2020

Ford 14.44% All by 2020

Fiat-Chrysler 12.98% Next generation platform providing 
connectivity in all cars by 2022

Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi 9.35% 90% of  new cars by 2022

Honda 9.10% Unknown

Hyundai/Kia 7.42% Unknown

Subaru 3.94% Unknown

Volkswagen 3.69% Unknown

Daimler 2.06% Unknown

 “Market share held by selected automobile manufacturers in the United States in 2018,” Statista, 2019  4

https://www.statista.com/statistics/249375/us-market-share-of-selected-automobile-
manufacturers/

 “GM’s OnStar service explained,” Jeremy Laukkonen, Lifewire, Jan 2019: https://www.lifewire.com/5

gms-onstar-service-534811

 “KDDI and AT&T to Connect Toyota and Lexus Vehicles,” Toyota, Jan. 2019: https://6

corporatenews.pressroom.toyota.com/releases/kddi+att+connect+toyota+lexus+vehicles.htm

 “Why Ford’s Cellular to Vehicle Matters,” Nicholas Rossolillo, The Motley Fool, Jan 2019: https://7

finance.yahoo.com/news/why-ford-apos-cellular-vehicle-151600854.html

 “FCA Selects HARMAN (Samsung) and Google Technologies for New Global Connected Vehicle 8

‘Ecosystem,’” Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, Apr 2019 https://www.fcagroup.com/en-US/media_center/
fca_press_release/2019/april/Pages/
fca_selects_harman_and_google_technologies_for_new_global_connected_vehicle_ecosystem.aspx

 “Nissan, Renault ready next-gen connected car platform,” Hans Greimel, Automotive News, Mar. 2019  9

https://www.autonews.com/technology/nissan-renault-ready-next-gen-connected-car-platform
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Figure II: Vulnerable Connectivity Features in Top Models 


The Threat: Internet Connectivity to Safety-Critical Systems

Most connected vehicles share the same vulnerability. The head unit (sometimes called 
the infotainment system) is generally responsible for non-critical information and 
entertainment, such as music and in-car navigation. It is connected to the Internet 
through a cellular connection, and also to the vehicle’s CAN (Controller Area Network) 
buses. CAN buses are a technology dating to the 1980s that links the vehicle’s most 
critical systems, such as the engine and the brakes. 

Like any complex electronic device on the Internet, a head unit is vulnerable to hackers.  
To date, nearly every documented car hack has used the head unit, which is complex and 
not designed for security, as a bridge from the Internet to the brakes and other safety-
critical components. 

Experts agree that connecting safety-critical components to the Internet through a 
complex information and entertainment device is a security flaw. This design allows 
hackers to control a vehicle’s operations and take it over from across the Internet. This 

Vehicle Commercial Name(s)        Models

Toyota Camry Remote Connect, Safety Connect *** All Models *** 

Lexus ES Enform *** All Models *** 

Honda Civic HondaLink All hatchbacks; coupes and sedans 
“Sport” model and above 

Mercedes C-
Class me connect *** All Models*** 

Subaru 
Outback STARLINK *** All Models *** 

Tesla Model 3 N/A -- connectivity is an integral feature 
in all Tesla vehicles *** All Models *** 

Ford F-150 SYNC Connect All but the lowest-end models

BMW 5-series ConnectedDrive *** All Models*** 
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security flaw is evident in the wiring diagram below, obtained from Toyota’s own 
Technical Information System (TIS) :  11

 

Some more sophisticated vehicles add a “gateway unit” between the head unit and the 
CAN bus.  The gateway unit is responsible for ensuring only authorized communication 
can reach the safety-critical systems.  While this would seem to solve the problem, it really 
only adds more complexity. A successful attack must pass through the gateway unit, 
requiring a more sophisticated attack. However, the additional hardware and software in 
the gateway unit also create more opportunity for hackers to find vulnerabilities. 

Anatomy of a Remote Car Hack 

A dangerous remote hack requires two components: a means of  accessing the vehicle’s 
internal systems from afar, and a means of  taking control once inside. Neither component 
on its own is particularly dangerous. 
  

  Technical Information System, Toyota: https://techinfo.toyota.com/techInfoPortal/appmanager/t3/ti11
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For more than 30 years, the most common electronic communication medium between 
components in cars has been the CAN bus . Given that networking technology was in its 12

infancy when CAN was developed, security was simply not a consideration in its design. 
A hacker can easily inject malicious messages onto a CAN bus to make a car potentially 
unsafe.  However, without a scalable way for hackers to access the CAN bus, this wasn’t 13

problematic when CAN was designed—attacks were only possible with physical access to 
the vehicle.  That changed when cars were connected to the cellular network, providing 
potential outside access to the insecure, yet safety-critical systems . Not only does this 14

allow a hacker to attack a car without physical access to it, it allows a single hacker to 
attack many cars at once. 

This is not simply a theoretical possibility. White-hat hackers have demonstrated these 
capabilities more than a dozen times in the past decade (see “Recent History of  Car 
Hacking” below). For example, in 2015, when researchers Chris Valasek and Charlie 
Miller shut down a Jeep Cherokee’s engine while it was on the highway , and later 15

disabled its brakes, they did this from miles away, over the Internet, without physically 
touching the vehicle. This exploited a vulnerability in the radio to access safety-critical 
systems through the CAN bus. The vulnerability allowed them to issue commands to the 
Jeep’s engines, brakes, and other systems from a laptop located miles away. 

  “History of  the CAN Technology,” CiA https://www.can-cia.org/can-knowledge/can/can-history/ 12

 “Automotive Security in a CAN,” Bill Boldt, Electronic Design, Sep. 2017: http://13

www.electronicdesign.com/automotive/automotive-security-can 

 “Why the Connected Car is One of  this Generations Biggest Security Risks,” Conner Forrest, ZDnet, 14

Mar. 2016 https://www.zdnet.com/article/why-the-connected-car-is-one-of-this-generations-biggest-
security-risks/ 

 “Hackers Remotely Kill Jeep on the Highway,” Andy Greenberg, Wired, July 2015: https://15

www.wired.com/2015/07/hackers-remotely-kill-jeep-highway/
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2018, security researchers discovered more than a dozen vulnerabilities in FreeRTOS , 22

potentially making all aspects of  Internet-connected Tesla vehicles susceptible to hackers.  
Tesla made no public statement about this safety-related defect in their cars, nor is there 
record of  the problem being reported to regulatory bodies that track automotive safety, 
such as the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). There is no public 
information about how long the vulnerability was present, and how (or even if) it was 
ultimately fixed. 

The world’s most widely used open source operating system is Linux. The Linux kernel is 
also the basis of  the Android mobile device operating system. Linux’s creator, Linus 
Torvalds, has said that Linux should not be responsible for protecting human lives. In a 
November 2015 Washington Post interview, Torvalds said the following regarding a 
hypothetical scenario in which hackers exploit a flaw in Linux to cause a meltdown at a 
nuclear power plant: “There is no way in hell the problem there is the [Linux] kernel. If  
you run a nuclear power plant that can kill millions of  people, you don’t connect it to the 
Internet.” Yet, Linux and Android have found widespread use in Internet-connected cars. 

While some automakers are up-front about their use of  open-source software in specific 
systems within their vehicles, the origins and authorship of  most automotive software 
remain beyond public view. Consumers are expected to trust that automakers will use 
software that is safe, well-maintained, and secure, when all evidence points to the opposite 
being true. 

Figure IV: Known Current and Future Open Source Operating Systems


The complex supply chain and large number of  unknown authors make it very difficult 
for automakers to maintain the software that runs our cars, let alone to design the security 
of  the software in a coherent and effective way. Whereas training, licensing, and design 
quality standards apply in practically every engineering discipline that deals with human 
safety, the same is not true for automotive software. More training and certification is 
legally mandated to style someone’s hair or give someone a massage than to write safety-
critical software for cars. Writing software that could affect the safety of  millions of  motor 

  CVE Details, CVE-2018-16528, Dec 2018 https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2018-16528/22
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Linux Tesla, Audi, Mercedes-Benz, Hyundai, Toyota, BMW, 
Chevrolet, Honda

Android Fiat-Chrysler, Volvo, Renault, Nissan, Mitsubishi

FreeRTOS Tesla



but the programs are highly limited or ineffectual. For example, GM’s bug bounty 
program is only available to a tiny group of  researchers .  The hundreds of  bugs known 30

to be found through these bug bounty programs are clearly just a fraction of  the number 
of  software bugs that exist in cars on American roads and that can be exploited through 
Internet connections to safety critical systems by hackers. 

Figure V: List of Bug Bounties


The Mythological “White Hat” Hacker 

Bug bounty programs are intended to attract the efforts of  “white hat” hackers. Unlike 
“black hat” hackers who are out for personal gain at others’ expense, “white hat” hackers 

Fiat-Chrysler

• 93 vulnerabilities rewarded  
• 300+ "hall-of-famers" who reported 
vulnerabilites 
• $4,760 payout per bug on average over 
the last 3 months 
• Disclosing details of  the vulnerability to 
the public explicitly prohibited

https://bugcrowd.com/
fca

Tesla
• 348 vulnerabilities rewarded 
• 426 "hall-of-famers" 
• $2k average payout

https://www.tesla.com/
about/security  

https://bugcrowd.com/
tesla 

https://techcrunch.com/
2018/09/06/teslas-new-

bug-bounty-protects-
hackers-and-your-

warranty/

BMW
Note: does not appear to offer any 
reward 
Note: no statistics available

https://
www.bmwgroup.com/

en/general/Security.html 

 “GM offers bounty software bugs,” Nora Naughton, Detroit News, Aug. 2018: https://30

www.detroitnews.com/story/business/autos/general-motors/2018/08/03/gm-offers-bounty-software-
bugs/897057002/
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The auto industry has existed for more than a century. Only in the last few years have we 
begun making cars remotely accessible via computer networks. It is therefore very unlikely 
that the features made possible by the “connected car” are things we cannot live without, 
at least until we can develop a safer way to implement them.  

The most cost effective and practical approach to cybersecurity is the inclusion in every 
connected car of  a “kill switch”—a low tech device that allows every driver to disconnect 
their vehicle from the Internet. The approximate cost of  such a device is 50 cents or less. 
Automakers should commit to include a kill switch in every car they produce until they 
develop long term security solutions needed to combat this threat. If  carmakers don’t 
make such a commitment by the end of  this year it should be mandated by Congress and 
safety regulators. 
 

The greatest value of  the kill switch would be to help restart the transportation 
infrastructure after a massive cyberattack. After 9/11, air traffic in the U.S. was shut down 
for several days while we implemented new security and verified that we could resume 
flying safely. In the aftermath of  an automotive cyberattack, ensuring the safety of  
hundreds of  millions of  connected cars with "always-on" Internet connections could take 
months, during which time our economy and our ability to move necessities such as food 
across the country would be crippled. However, if  cars were required to have the ability to 
disconnect from the Internet, we could restore our transportation infrastructure with the 
flip of  a switch. 

In addition to equipping every connected car in America with a “kill switch” that 
disconnects the safety-critical systems from the Internet and wide-area connections, the 
car industry should respond immediately with more transparency and consumer control.    

If  carmakers will not commit to equipping every vehicle with a kill switch by December 
31, 2019, legislators and regulators should mandate these protections. 
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Proposed Kill Switch



Investor Disclosures Acknowledge Hacking Risks 

“We have designed, implemented and tested security 
measures intended to prevent unauthorized access to 
our information technology networks, our products 
and their systems...there can be no assurance 
that vulnerabilities will not be exploited in 
the future before they can be identified, or 
that our remediation efforts are or will be 
successful.” 

Tesla 
2019 SEC 10-K 



Investor Disclosures Acknowledge Hacking Risks 

“Due in particular to the changed risk situation 
relating to cybercrime and hacker attacks, the 
possible impact of information-technology risks has 
increased compared with the previous year from 
Medium to High.”  

Daimler Chrysler 
2018 Annual Report 



Investor Disclosures Acknowledge Hacking Risks 

“Such cyber incidents could materially disrupt operational systems; result in loss of trade secrets 
or other proprietary or competitively sensitive information; compromise the privacy of personal 
information of customers, employees, or others; jeopardize the security of our facilities; affect 
the performance of in-vehicle systems; and/or impact the safety of our vehicles. 
A cyber incident could be caused by malicious third parties using sophisticated, 
targeted methods to circumvent firewalls, encryption, and other security 
defenses, including hacking, fraud, trickery, or other forms of deception. We, 
our suppliers, and our dealers have been the target of these types of attacks in 
the past and such attacks are likely to occur in the future. The techniques used 
for attacks by third parties change frequently and may become more 
sophisticated, which may cause cyber incidents to be difficult to detect for long 
periods of time. Our networks and in-vehicle systems may also be affected by computer 
viruses or breaches due to the negligence or misconduct of employees, contractors, and/or 
others who have access to our networks and systems.” 

Ford
2018 SEC 10-K 



Investor Disclosures Acknowledge Hacking Risks 

General Motors

“Security breaches and other disruptions of our in-vehicle systems 
could impact the safety of our customers and reduce confidence in GM 
and our products. Our vehicles contain complex information technology systems. 
These systems control various vehicle functions including engine, transmission, 
safety, steering, navigation, acceleration, braking, window and door lock functions. 
We have designed, implemented and tested security measures intended to prevent 
unauthorized access to these systems. However, hackers have reportedly 
attempted, and may attempt in the future, to gain unauthorized access to modify, 
alter and use such systems to gain control of, or to change, our vehicles’ 
functionality, user interface and performance characteristics, or to gain access to 
data stored in or generated by the vehicle.” 

2018 Annual Report 



Investor Disclosures Acknowledge Hacking Risks 

General Motors
2018 Annual Report 

“If risks relating to information security, data protection and IT 
were to materialize, they could have a high earnings impact over 
the two- year assessment period. Despite extensive security 
measures, the risks in this area are classified as high.” 






